
Summary

The Novelda XeThru sensor allows non-contact, high 
accuracy monitoring of respiration and movement 
during sleep. To validate its accuracy, a study was 
conducted comparing the respiration rate and 
movement measured by the XeThru sensor with data 
from 13 polysomnography (PSG) subjects. The study 
shows that the XeThru sensor is able to measure the 
respiration rate with high accuracy, detect small 
body movements during sleep, and overall deliver 
quality data comparable to polysomnography, the 
medical gold standard in sleep monitoring.
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1 Executive Summary

Quality sleep is important for physical and mental health, and can reduce the risk of illness. 
Monitoring one’s sleep habits can help improve the quality of life and indicate potential critical 
medical conditions. The current sleep monitoring technologies have limitations such as 
inaccuracy, high maintenance, and lack of comfort. The XeThru technology developed by 
Novelda is based on ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radar, and is capable of accurately tracking 
the respiration rate, pattern, and movements of a sleeping person. This is done from a distance, 
ensuring user comfort, while seeing through blankets, duvets and clothes.

The accuracy of the XeThru sensor’s measured respiration rate and movement has been 
validated through a comparative study with the industry’s gold standard in sleep monitoring, 
called polysomnography or PSG. The study results show that the XeThru sensor is able to:

Track respiration rate of a sleeping person with an average accuracy of 98% compared to 
the gold standard
Detect body movements during sleep
Provide accurate measurements across 13 datasets, totaling 92 hours of data
Monitor respiration and movement during sleep with no physical connectivity to the 
subject
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2 Introduction

We spend nearly a third of our lives sleeping. Getting enough quality sleep is important to stay 
healthy, both physically and mentally, and it improves our quality of life and reduces the risk of 
illness. According to the National Sleep Foundation, the recommended hours of sleep for an adult 
(26-64 years old) is between 7-9hrs (1). But unfortunately, with a 24/7 demanding lifestyle, 
coupled with poor exercise and eating habits, and round-the-clock access to technology, 
clocking in those much needed sleep hours is challenging. A recent report by the CDC, even 
declared insufficient sleep as a public health epidemic, stating a link between unhealthy sleep 
patterns and chronic diseases such as diabetes, depression, and obesity, as well as from cancer, 
increased mortality, and reduced quality of life and productivity (2).

Sleep monitoring nowadays has definitely been gaining steam in the health monitoring and 
technology world. Monitoring details on our sleep quality and habits can help us improve our 
lives in general and indicate sleeping disorders that are potentially dangerous. Today’s market is 
flooded with health trackers, gadgets, mobile sleep apps, all promising to offer the capability to 
track one’s own health in the comfort of their home. Many sleep monitoring products also exist 
which are capable of monitoring sleep through respiration monitoring. Even though these 
products are becoming more and more personal and customized to one’s lifestyle, the vast 
majority of them are based on contact. Whether it be a ring, bracelet or a mattress sensor, 
sleepers are bound to have some kind of device attached to their body or in the bed where they 
sleep.

The rate and pattern of respiration are considered important vital signs in sleep monitoring and 
provide key information on sleep quality that may indicate underlying medical conditions. 
Novelda’s XeThru sensor allows accurate monitoring of respiration and movement from a 
distance, and is capable of seeing through duvets and blankets. Without the need for any 
physical connectivity to the monitored person, sleeping comfortably can be ensured throughout 
the night. Novelda’s previous whitepaper on high-end and non-contact sensor technology for 
respiration monitoring provides an in-depth look at how respiration can be monitored with the 
XeThru sensor (3).

In order to validate the accuracy of respiration and movement monitoring using the XeThru 
sensor, a comparative study was conducted, comparing the XeThru sensor output with the 
medical gold standard for sleep monitoring called polysomnography, or PSG.
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3 Polysomnography – The Industry’s Gold 

standard in Sleep Monitoring

Polysomnography (PSG) is a sleep study which records the biophysiological changes that occur 
while you sleep and is used to diagnose many types of sleep disorders like narcolepsy and sleep 
apnea. The PSG study is extensive, and requires elaborate laboratory equipment and specialized 
medical personnel. It consists of an array of sensors recording brain, eye and muscle activity, 
respiration, heart rate and blood oxygen saturation. PSG is usually performed at night when the 
patient is sleeping, and often in a sleep laboratory setting (4).

The number of sensors, or channels, of a PSG study will vary with every sleep lab. Typically, it 
consists of:

EEG electrodes on the scalp recording brain activity.
EOG electrodes recording eye activity.
A number of EMG sensors recording muscle tension in various places of the body including 
chin and legs.
ECG or EKG electrodes measuring the electrical activity of the heart.
Two belts recording respiratory effort: one measuring the movement of the chest wall and 
one for the upper abdominal wall.
Pressure transducers and/or thermocouples recording oral and nasal air flow.
Pulse oximeter on a fingertip recording blood oxygen levels.
Sound probe recording snoring.
Accelerometer recording body position and movement intensity of the body.

In Fig. 1, you can see a test subject ready for a night’s sleep instrumented with the PSG 
equipment.
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Fig. 1. Test subject instrumented with PSG equipment.

One can envision that sleep comfort is not optimal when wearing all this equipment. The 
constraints of all the instruments might result in PSG data that is not representative of a person’s 
normal sleep. A XeThru-powered sleep monitor device requires no physical connectivity to the 
sleeping person, ensuring comfortable sleep throughout the night. Its low cost can furthermore 
allow a larger number of patients to potentially discover underlying medical conditions without 
having to use all the resources needed to conduct a full PSG study. This gives the opportunity to 
more people struggling with poor sleep to get help.

A medical doctor (MD) with expertise in sleep, is most often required to evaluate a whole night 
of PSG data. This is performed manually by comparing all the sensor data in steps of 30 seconds 
called epochs. Based on the EEG, EOG and chin EMG data, the MD interprets the sleep stage for 
every epoch and creates what is called a hypnogram showing the different sleep stages as a 
function of time. The MD also makes annotations of any unusual events such as apnea, drops in 
blood oxygen level or irregular heart rate. This process is highly time consuming, costly, and 
leaves room for human error. Novelda’s XeThru technology is capable of providing accurate 
respiration and movement data during sleep, and can reduce the effort of sleep monitoring 
enabling it to a consumer market to help improve people’s sleep and general state of health, and 
even indicate medical conditions before going to the doctor.
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4 Comparative study

The study conducted at Novelda included 13 test subjects fitted with PSG equipment monitoring 
their sleep. Each test subject was in addition monitored by a XeThru sensor measuring 
respiration and movement throughout the night. The goal of the study was to validate the 
accuracy of the XeThru sensor while monitoring respiration rate and movement against the 
industry’s gold standard in sleep monitoring.

The PSG equipment measures the respiration pattern with several sensors. Two belts are used to 
measure the mechanical movement of the chest and abdomen when breathing, while two 
sensors measure the air flow from the mouth and nose. All of these sensors are used together to 
separate between the respiration effort and actual healthy respiration. There are several types of 
sleep apnea and some of them are characterized by whether there is a physical respiration effort 
or not. During healthy respiration, the chest and abdomen walls move up and down in phase, and 
air flows through the nose and/or the mouth. However, during , the chest obstructive sleep apnea
and abdomen might still move up and down as a respiration effort, however they might move in 
opposite phases and there is no air flow. The output from the chest (thorax) and abdomen belts 
are plotted in Fig 2. for a subject with obstructive sleep apnea, and shows how the chest and 
abdomen move in opposite phases.

Fig. 2. Breathing pattern of chest and abdomen during obstructive sleep apnea.

With the PSG equipment, this can only be seen by looking at the chest belt, abdomen belt and air 
flow sensors together. Another kind of sleep apnea, called , is characterized central sleep apnea
by periods of no physical breathing effort and thus little or no movement of the chest and 
abdomen. The XeThru sensor observes the subject’s entire body, and the observed target will 
look different to the sensor if the chest and abdomen move in phase, out of phase or if it doesn't 
move at all. The XeThru sensor can then potentially indicate sleeping disorders from a distance 
with no physical connectivity to the sleeping person.
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The XeThru sensor monitors the periodic movement of the body during respiration. It therefore 
makes sense to compare the XeThru data with data from one of the belts recording the 
mechanical movement of the chest or abdomen. The raw data from these sensors show the 
actual respiration pattern obtained from the sensors. Based on the raw data output from the 
chest belt, the respiration rate is calculated by using what’s called a short-time Fourier-transform. 
This reveals the frequency components of the respiration pattern and is used to find the numbers 
of respirations per minute (RPM) for 20 second windows of data. The window is shifted with one 
second intervals, giving an RPM number every second. This technique is the same as the one 
used in the XeThru sensor, which makes the two datasets directly comparable. The result is an 
RPM curve which in turn can be compared to the RPM output from the XeThru sensor. Fig. 3 
shows the breathing pattern obtained from the PSG chest belt raw data, and the 20 second 
Hanning window used when calculating the corresponding frequency spectrum shown in Fig. 4. 
The spectrum has a peak at 14 RPM.

Fig. 3. Breathing pattern from PSG chest belt.

Fig 4. Corresponding frequency spectrum.
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In addition to respiration, the sleeping person’s movement intensity is monitored as a percentage 
by the XeThru sensor. Large movements like tossing around or changing body positions will 
show up as a high movement percentage, and can be used to detect lighter sleep stages, restless 
sleep or waking up during the night. The PSG monitors the subject’s movement with an 
accelerometer on the chest, and muscle activity sensors on the legs.

Comparison of the movement data is done visually. The reason for this is that there is no easy 
conversion between the XeThru movement percentage, and the PSG movement data. While the 
PSG measures movement either in milli-g (mg) from the accelerometer, or in electrical potential 
from the muscle sensors, the XeThru sensor instead outputs a unitless percentage indicating the 
intensity of the movement. The PSG accelerometer is placed on the chest, and the muscle 
sensors are placed on the legs. Since the XeThru sensor monitors the entire body, it might 
indicate movements of other parts of the body, e.g. the arms, which the PSG does not detect. 
Therefore, the goal of this comparison is to confirm that the XeThru sensor detects, at a 
minimum, the same movements as the PSG equipment. First, let’s do a visual comparison of RPM 
and movement data obtained from the PSG dataset and the output of the XeThru sensor for one 
of the test subjects (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Respiration, hypnogram and movement during a test subject’s night of sleep.

The XeThru RPM curve (blue) follows the PSG RPM curve (red) closely. The spikes in the RPM 
curve, e.g. at around 2 o’ clock, are periods of movement, where the chest belt is stretched and 
pulled, making the respiration data inaccurate. This can be seen from the movement data, where 
movement intensity spikes occur around periods of inaccurate RPM calculation. Let’s take a 
closer look at the RPM curves for a deep sleep period.

For the period shown in Fig. 6, the RPM curves from the XeThru sensor and the PSG data are 
virtually identical. This is a deep sleep period characterized by very little body movement, 
resulting in a very accurate RPM tracking. During periods of lighter sleep, the subject tends to 
move more. This results in loss of RPM tracking, but shows as spikes in movement intensity. In 
Fig. 7, movement and RPM are shown together for a light sleep period. As the subject is moving, 
the PSG also struggles to give a clear RPM reading during periods of large movements.
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Fig 6. Close-up comparison of respiration curves from XeThru and PSG during deep sleep 

period.

Fig. 7. Comparison showing respiration curves and movement during light sleep period.

A closer look at the movement data, reveals how the XeThru sensor manages to pick up body 
movements during the night. The XeThru sensor detects all the movements reported by the PSG.

 

Fig 8. Close-up comparison showing movement from XeThru sensor vs. PSG sensors.
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In order to quantify the accuracy of the XeThru RPM detection, the deviation of the XeThru 
sensor RPM data from the PSG data was calculated for each data point during sleep. A data point 
occurs every second, and for all 13 test subjects this gives a total number of more than 330,000 
seconds evaluated, or more than 92 hours. The mean deviation in percentage for all 13 test 
subjects is shown in Fig. 9. Across all data sets, the average absolute deviation of the XeThru 
measured RPM is 2%, giving an average accuracy of 98% compared to the PSG data.

Fig. 9. Mean deviation of XeThru RPM from PSG RPM in percent.

Another way of displaying the deviation is shown in Fig 10. It shows the XeThru hit percentage, 
which here is defined as the percentage of samples within a deviation percentage. In the figure, 
there is one curve for each test subject. The figure shows that across all data sets, 92% or more 
of all data points have a deviation of less than 4% from the PSG data. It is also clear that there are 
some outliers which deviate more. This is mostly due to body movements which cause the 
XeThru sensor to briefly report a less accurate RPM number. However, this movement is visible in 
the XeThru’s movement intensity percentage which can be used as an indication of light sleep.
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Fig. 10. Hit percentage of XeThru sensor measured RPM.
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5 Summary

The Novelda XeThru sensor allows non-contact, high accuracy monitoring of respiration and 
movement during sleep. A study was conducted, comparing the respiration rate and movement 
measured by the XeThru sensor with data from 13 polysomnography (PSG) subjects. Over the 92 
hours of data analyzed, the XeThru sensor measured respiration rate with an average accuracy of 
98% compared to the PSG data for all 13 test subjects. This revealing study shows that the 
XeThru sensor offers quality data comparable to polysomnography in terms of measuring 
respiration rate with high accuracy, and detecting small body movements during sleep.
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7 Disclaimer

The information in this document is provided in connection with Novelda products. No license, 
express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise, to any intellectual property right is granted by this 
document or in connection with the sale of Novelda products. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THE 
NOVELDA TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALES LOCATED ON THE NOVELDA WEBSITE, 
NOVELDA ASSUMES NO LIABILITY WHATSOEVER AND DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS, IMPLIED 
OR STATUTORY WARRANTY RELATING TO ITS PRODUCTS INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 
THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR 
NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL NOVELDA BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, 
CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, SPECIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT 
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS AND PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, OR LOSS OF 
INFORMATION) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THIS DOCUMENT, EVEN IF 
NOVELDA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. Novelda makes no 
representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of 
this document and reserves the right to make changes to specifications and products 
descriptions at any time without notice. Novelda does not make any commitment to update the 
information contained herein. Unless specifically provided otherwise, Novelda products are not 
suitable for, and shall not be used in, automotive applications. Novelda products are not 
intended, authorized, or warranted for use as components in applications intended to support or 
sustain life.
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